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SUMMARY 
A study is made of the general eigenvalue problem posed by a differen- 
tial equation whose solutions must satisfy certain specified boundary 
conditions. It is shown that an adjoint eigenvalue problem can be defined 
and that, in general, it can be represented by a differential equation of 
the same order as that of the original system together with boundary 
conditions as numerous as those originally specified. This adjoint system 
generally differs from the original system but has the same eigenvalues 
and, moreover, each of its eigensolutions is orthogonal to every eigen- 
solution of the original set except the one(s) belonging to the same eigen- 
value. It is shown that the representation of this adjoint system is not, 
in general, unique, and, if it can be chosen to be identical with the original 
system, the problem is self-adjoint. A variational method is given for 
determining the eigenvalues. 
To illustrate the application of the method, three problems are consid- 
ered which are not self-adjoint: the stability of Couette flow, the onset 
of convection in a rotating sphere heated within, and self-maintained 
dynamo action in a conducting fluid of infinite extent. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Within the past decade, Chandrasekhar has solved a large number 
of important stability problems in hydrodynamics and hydromagnetics. 
These have involved the calculation of characteristic values associated 
with differential equations that have sometimes been of a very high 
order. For many of these, he was able to express a characteristic value 
& as the ratio R(c&) of two positive definite integrals in the corresponding 
characteristic function k and he was thence able to show that, if +6 is 
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subjected to any small variation S&, the first order change dRi in Ri 
is zero, and conversely. This forms the basis of a powerful and rapid 
method of determining the characteristic values: for each (bi, assume a 
physically reasonable trial function, @i(u,, R. . .), which satisfies all the 
boundary conditions and all the continuity requirements within the 
region of integration and which, in addition, depends on a number of 
adjustable parameters aI, -x2,. . . Evaluate R(@J and minimize the 
resulting expression with respect to cci, as,. . . Then this value of R(@J 
is likely to be a good approximation to &, since a first order error in 
the choice of Gi, gives rise to only a second order error in ili. 
However, it is not always possible to express & as a ratio of two 
positive definite integrals. Such characteristic value problems are not 
self-adjoint (in a sense to be defined presently), and are special objects 
of study in this paper. In 5 II, it is shown that they admit a variational 
principle and the method of solution based on this principle is compared 
with methods devised by Chandrasekhar. In $5 III, IV, and V illustrative 
examples are given. 
II. METHOD OF SOLUTION 
Let 2 be a linear differential operator defined within a volume Y 
of the independent variables. Denote by .Y% conditions on the boundary 
of Y which define a characteristic value problem from 2, i.e. 
, 
.Ep$i = a& (1) 
Here Ai and & denote a particular characteristic value and a characteristic 
function belonging to it. We will suppose that the set of functions {$;> 
spans Y. Define from (3,B) an adjoint operator and associated boundary 
conditions (U*, g*) by the condition that, if f is any function satisfying 
23 and f* is any function satisfying B*, then 
The operator 8* defined in this way may be an abstract operator which 
cannot be represented simply in a differential form. Whether or not 
a differential form is possible depends on the suitability or otherwise of 
the conditions @*. If one repeatedly integrates the right-hand side of 
expression (2) by parts, and ckooses each of the conditions 8* in turn 
in such a way that the integrated parts vanish either in virtue of B or in 
virtue of B*, then one must discover for dp* a differential form which 
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is of the same order as 2. If, however, a’* is chosen in some way for 
which 9* is not a differential operator, it is nevertheless possible to 
attach a meaning to 9* (and, as we shall see later, to find a matrix 
representation for it), and the analysis we are about to give remains 
valid, although it is not so directly comprehensible. Naturally the 
representation (2’*, a*) is not unique and there may even be more than 
one representation in which .2?* can assume a differential form. If, 011 
choosing $* to be a’, Z* is found to be 2, the characteristic va.luc 
problem (2, a) is said to be self-&joint. If not, the characteristic vaiuc 
problem adjoint to (1) is 
where &* denotes a characteristic function satisfying (l*) and LB*, and 
ilj* is the characteristic values to which it belongs. We will suppose 
that the set {&*} spans V. 
From equations (l), (l*) and (2), we have 
i.e. 
(Ai - &j*) 
c 
&4j* = 0. (4) 
Hence, if ili and h* are unequal, we have 
5 
&/Tj* = 0; 
5 
rjj*z#i = 0. 
v v 
(5) 
Moreover, since (4;) spans V, the equation 
would, in conjunction with equation (5), imply that &* is identically 
zero, which is not so, by definition. Hence equation (4) implies that the 
sets of characteristic values {&} and {A;*} are identical. Moreover, the 
sets (4i} and (+;*I are dual (or bi-orthonormal); that is, each function 
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of either set is orthogonal to every member of the other set except the 
one(s) belonging to the same characteristic value. From equation (3) it 
also follows that 
Let S& and 6&* be any two small (independent) variations which 
are applied to & and c$~* and which satisfy the boundary conditions 
a and 9Y!*, respectively. The corresponding change 6& in ;zi is 
r 
or, using equation (7), 
Hence, if equations (1) and (l*) are obeyed, 6Aj is zero to first order for 
all small, arbitrary variations &pi and &bi* satisfying G? and a!*, respec- 
tively. Evidently, the converse is also true. This forms the basis of a 
variational method which is analogous to the method described briefly in 5 1 
and reduces to it if the problem is self-adjoint. Provided the trial functions 
@;(a,, as,. . .) and @;*(al*,q*,...) are appropriately chosen and, of 
course, satisfy the boundary conditions 9 and 2Y*, respectively, the 
error made in determining izj from equation (7) is small, being of second 
order in the error of cD~ and Qpi*. The error can be reduced by determining 
the stationary value of Li under variations of aI, a2,. . . and ccl*, G*, . . . 
This stationary value will not, of course, be a minimum in general. 
It remains to extend our discussion to the case in which the adjoint 
problem does not necessarily have a differential representation. We can 
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find a matrix representation by taking two orthogonal bases {f,} and 
(f,*) of V which satisfy LB and 9?*, respectively. We associate with 4 
an infinite column vector (aa} by means of the expansion 
and we represent the operator 9 and the identity operator 9 by the 
infinite matrices L,, and lap defined by 
(11) 
Since {fa} and {fa*} are orthogonal bases, we find that equation (1) reduces, 
in virtue of equations (10) and (II), to the matrix equation 
,Ll=l fl=l 
The existence of solutions to these equations implies the existence of 
solutions, having the same characteristic values, to the equations 
m 
A1 Lb, ag* = A jf I,, aB*, cr=1,2,... w*) 
/3=1 p=1 
The characteristic values themselves are the roots of the equation 
where the vertical double lines at each side denote the infinite determinant 
whose element in row a and column ,6’ is given by the expression between 
them. Equations (12*) are the matrix representation of the adjoint 
system, the characteristic functions of which are 
One of the methods used by Chandrasekhar for problems which are 
not self-adjoint is that of solving equation (13) approximately. To find 
any particular characteristic value, he picks the base function fi (say) 
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which is physically the most plausible and adds a few (say, n - 1) of 
the adjacent functions f,, f3,. . .fn (say) to form a finite approximation 
to 4: 
Equation (13) now reduces to an n x n determinant and, after solving 
this for the appropriate characteristic value A(a), he examines the 
behaviour of A(n) as a function of n. If A(12) appears to converge to a 
limit A( CO), say, he presumes that this is a good approximation to the 
required characteristic value. Very often, the convergence is rapid 
and leads speedily to a good estimate of il. That this is so is not surprising. 
We can regard equation (14) and the corresponding approximation 
as trial functions for the variational principle based on equation (7). 
The best values of {a=} and (a,*} are those for which 
aA/aa, = al/au,* = 0, a=l,2,...n, (15) 
that is, those for which 
n 
CLa8a8== J. iIda8, a = 1, 2,. . .n, P) 
B=l B=l 
n 
2 Lpa a8* = 3L i Ifior a#, a = 1,2,. .n. W*) 
p=1 8=1 
Elimination of as or aa* leads to the determinant equation of order n 
which determines A(%). 
It is appropriate here to describe another method frequently used 
by Chandrasekhar. Its success depends on the introduction of auxiliary 
variables with the aid of which il may be expressed as the ratio of two 
positive definite integrals despite the fact that the problem is not self- 
adjoint. In essence, it is based on the possibility of factorizing 9(=&A) 
into two non-commuting operators .A,J)r each of which is self-adjoint 
even though their product is not. If such a division is possible, the 
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boundary conditions 9 can be separated into two groups 9? and 3 in 
such a way that the differential equation 
J-*=4 (17) 
together with 9 determine q5 from q5 uniquely. The characteristic value 
problem can now be expressed as the solution of the differential equation 
ddfp=l$ (18) 
subject to the boundary conditions %Y. The statement we have made 
that JZ,JT’ are self-adjoint means in this context that, if f1 and fz are 
any two functions satisfying 9, and g, and g, are any two functions 
satisfying 9, then 
According to equation (18), 
and so, on a small variation 64, the corresponding change in 1 is 
and, according to the definition of ~4, the corresponding change in Sz,6 
satisfies (cf. equation (17)) 
k-s* = 84. (22) 
Hence 
from which the variational principle follows. It is a principle of the 
conventional type in which I is expressed as the ratio of two positive 
definite forms. However, it is clear that, according to equation (2), 
z* = &/v&q* = A*“&-* = dd%N, (24) 
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and this is not equal to A?(=M.M) since A?,N do not commute. Thus, 
the characteristic value problem is not self-adjoint but, provided the 
auxiliary variable I/J is introduced, the variational principle nevertheless 
involves the ratio of two positive definite forms. 
In the following sections, we consider three particular problems 
which are not self-adjoint; namely, the Taylor problem of the stability 
of viscous flow between rotating cylinders, and the onset of convection 
in a rotating fluid sphere heated within, and a modified form of the 
dynamo problem. 
III. STABILITY OF COUETTE FLOW 
From the mathematical viewpoint, this example is particularly 
suited for demonstrating the non-uniqueness of the adjoint system 
itself. For simplicity, we will limit the discussion to the case in which 
the separation between the rotating cylinders is small compared to their 
radii. The method can, however, be extended fairly easily to the more 
general case. We consider, then, the characteristic value problem posed 
by the differential equation 
(03 - 4321 = - a2Ta (1 + crz)v, (25) 
whose solutions are subjected to the boundary conditions 
v = (02 - $)v = D(D2 - a2)v = 0, at 2 = 0, 1, (26) 
where Ta, the Taylor number, is the characteristic value parameter, 
D = dldz, and a, a(0 > M > - 3.0) are real constants [2, 31. 
Chandrasekhar has shown that the best numerical results can be obtained 
by splitting equation (25) into two separate equations; a fourth order 
one (in an auxiliary variable $) which is solved exactly, and a second 
order one which is solved by other means. We write, therefore, 
where 
alp: (CD” - u212 4 = (I+ a+, (27) 
](D” - a2)v = - asTa+, P3) 
93: $=D$=v=O, at z = 0, 1. (29) 
The adjoint problem can be found quite systematically by the method 
explained in 9 II using the orthogonal base of functions 
fn = fn* = sinnnz, n = 1,2,. . . (30) 
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It is then easily shown that, in this matrix representation, the problem 
reduces to an infinite set of linear equations equivalent to a set already 
derived by Chandrasekhar [3, eq. (30)]. However, much the simplest 
way of defining an adjoint problem is by direct integration by parts in 
the manner described in 3 II (eq. 2 et seq.). L%‘e will show, in fact, that 
the adjoint problem may be expressed as 
where 
~*. (0’ -- U2)’ (6* = ZJ*, (27*) 
’ (D2 - a2)v* = - a2 Ta* (1 + CCZ)$*, (2877 
S?*=L?~: +*=D+*=v*=O, at z=O,l. (29”) 
To prove this, consider the integral 
I = [(Dv)(Dv*) + a2zw*] dz 
0 
(31) 
evaluated in two different ways. Integrating by parts using equations 
(27*), (28), (29*), we find 
1 1 
I = - v*(D2 - a2)v dz = a2 Ta 
5 
$(D2 - LZ~)~+* dz. (32) 
0 
Integrating by parts twice, using equations (29), we obtain 
I = a2 Ta [(D2 - u2)$] [(D2 - u2)$*] dz. (33) 
0 
Alternatively, integrating I by parts using equations (27), (d8*), and 
(29) gives 
I = - 
s 
’ v(D2 - a2)v* dz = STa* 4*(D2 - a2)2 4 dz. (32*) 
0 0 
Integrating by parts twice more, using equations (29*), we obtain 
I===a2Ta* [(D2 - u”)c$] [(D2 - u”#*] dz. (33*) 
0 
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Comparing equations (33) and (33*), we 
and Ta* are equal, and also that 
see that I vanishes unless Ta 
Ta = 
$ [(Dv)(Dv*) + &Jv*] dz 
do; [(D2 - a2)$] [(D2 - u”)f)*] dz 
(34) 
That this forms the basis of a variational principle follows from 
an argument too close to that given in 9 II to be worth repeating 
here. 
It should be noticed that the set (27*) to (29*) is not the only represen- 
tation. of the adjoint problem in terms of a differential operator. The 
set given corresponds to the same boundary conditions (26) as those of 
the original problem but a different differential equation, namely 
(D2 - u2J2 (1 : m) (D2 - a2)v* = - a2 Ta v*. 
However, it is clear from equations (27*) to (29*) that we can also 
represent the adjoint problem by the same differential equation (25) but 
with different boundary conditions, namely 
v* = Dv* = (D2 - ~2~)~ v* = 0, at z=o, 1, (36) 
which, are, in a sense conditions complementary to (26). It is obviously 
also possible to represent the adjoint problem in yet another way in 
which neither differential equation nor boundary conditions are the 
same, namely 
P2 - a21 (1 ; dcz) (D2- u~)~v* = -usTav* 
where 
(02 - u2)v* = (02 - u2)2v* = D(D2 - u2)2 v* = 0, at z= 0, 1. 
(39) 
IV. CONVECTION IN A ROTATING SPHERE 
From the mathematical viewpoint, this example is particularly 
suited for demonstrating that, with but one representation of the adjoint 
problem, it is possible to find several distinct variational principles 
differing in the choice of the auxiliary variables. In suitably chosen units, 
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the stationary states of marginal stability of convection in a rotating 
sphere are governed by the equations 
99: RaOr=cur12u+Ta1/21,Xu+gradrZ, 
I 
820 + u * P = 0, 
div II = 0, 
and the boundary conditions 
(39) 
(40) 
(411 
~. JO=O, at V=I, (42) 
‘\u=O, at v-1. (431 
Here 0 denotes the temperature fluctuation; 6, the pressure fluctuation; 
u, the fluid velocity; F, the coordinate vector from the centre of the 
sphere ; and l,, a unit vector along the axis of rotation. The conditions 
(43) are appropriate to a rigid boundary at the surface of the sphere; 
the case of a free boundary poses no extra problems but is slightly more 
cumbersome algebraically. Ra and Ta denote the Rayleigh number 
and Taylor number, respectively. Full details of the derivation of these 
equations are given by Chandrasekhar [4;. If Ta is non-zero, the charac- 
teristic value problem is not self-adjoint. We will show that a representa- 
tion of the adjoint system is 
.Y* : 
i 
VW* + u* . r = 0, 
Ra* @*r = curl2 u* - Tar’” 1, X u* + grad G*, 
div u* = 0, 
together with the same boundary conditions 
@%=~~ 1 
@* = 0 at Y-= 1, 
u* = 0, at Y-- 1. 
That Ra and Ra* are equal is physically obvious, since the equations 
(39*) to (43*) correspond to the original problem with an opposite sense 
of rotation, i.e., taking spherical polar coordinates (Y, 0, 4) with 1, as 
axis, if 
0 = O(r, 6, d), u = [w, e,+), ~~(7 k+), f+e, 8, $1 1, (441 
satisfies equations (39) to (43), then 
o* = O(r, 8, - c#), U* = ~u,(Y, 8, - 41, ue(r, 0, - (b), - U.+JY, 0, - 4)~ (44*) 
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satisfies equations (39*) to (43*), provided we set Ra = Ra*. To prove 
that equations (39*) to (43*) do, indeed, define the adjoint problem, 
consider the integral 
I = (grad 0) * (grad@*) dr (45) 
evaluated in two different ways. By the divergence theorem and equations 
(39) and (42*), we have 
I = - 
I 
0*vwat= 
5 
u*@%dz. 
Using now equations (40*), (41*), (43) in conjunction with the divergence 
theorem, we find 
I = & (curl a) * (curlu*) dt + Tall2 
I 
1, . (u X u*) d-c \ 
I 
. (47) 
Alternatively, by the divergence theorem and equations (39*) and (42), 
we have 
I= - @VWdt= u**Ordz. 
Using now equations (40), (41), (43*) in conjunction with the divergence 
theorem, we find 
1 = Rb (curl u) * (curl u*) dr - Ta1i2 (u* x u) dz . (47*) 
Comparing equations (47) and (47*), we see that I vanishes unless Ra 
and Ra* are equal, and also that 
Ra = [ (curl u) * (curlu*) dt + Ta112J 1, . (u X u*) dr 
J (grad@) * (grad@*) dr (48) 
If Ta is zero, the problem is self-adjoint, and equation (48) leads to 
the variational principle discovered by Chandrasekhar [l] for that case. 
The proof that the expression (48) forms the basis of a variational method 
in the more general case contains a point of divergence from the proof 
of $ II, and will, therefore, be considered below. The attitude we take 
is that 0 and O* are auxiliary variables determined from u and u* by 
the subsidiary equations (39) and (39*) and the conditions (42) and (42*). 
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Thus, when WC make small independent solenoidal variations & and 
Bu* to u and u*, we will not suppose that 60 and ISO* are arbitrary, but 
we will consider that they are determined from bu and bu* by equations 
(39), (39*), (42), (42*). 
According to equation (48), the first order change SRa in Ra produced 
by the small variations Su and 6u* is 
nRa=f 
II 
{[(curl u) . (curl hn*) -I- Taliz lp. (u X Su*) -- (491 
Ra (grad 0) . (grad S@*) + j(cur1 u*) . (curl bu) - 
Taliz 1, * (a* X 6~) - Ra (grad O*) * (grad 68)!) d-c 
I 
On applying the divergence theorem, using 28 and a* and equations 
(39), (39*) to relate 60 and 80* to Bu and Bu*, we find 
h Ra = f {&I* . [ curl2 u t Tall2 (I, X 11) -- lia @-)P I -4~ (50) 
&r - [curl2 II* - Taliz (lx X n*) -- Ra @*r]) dt . 
I 
Hence, if u and u* satisfy equations (40) and (40*), then Ra is zero for 
all independent solenoidal variations Su and du*. Conversely, if 6Ra 
vanishes for all independent solenoidal variations 6~ and du* satisfying 
the boundary conditions (43) and (43*), then there exist single-valued 
functions 8 and 6* such that 
curl2 u + Tall2 1, X u* - Ka 8 = - grad 6, (40) 
curl2 u* - Tall2 1, X u* - Ra 0* =- -- grad rZ*. (40*) 
Note that we must use the facts that 6u and 6u* are solenoidal. This 
reflects the fact that the characteristic vectors u(u*) satisfying 9 and 
,!28 (5?* and @*) do not form a base by which any vector satisfying equation 
(43) (equation 43*) can be expanded, but only a base bv which any such 
solenoidal vector can be expanded. 
The formulation of a variational principle is not unique. Let us divide 
u into its toroidal and poloidal parts 
11 = UT + us = curl Tr + curl” .sr (51) 
It may be shown, in a straightforward manner, that an arbitrary vector 
field A may be written in the form 
A1 z grad U’ + 17’r -r curl W’r, (52) 
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(53) 
L2W’ = r. curl A, 
and L2 is a second order differential operator which commutes with 
V2, and which can be expressed in any of the forms 
It therefore follows, writing 1, X u for A, that 
1, X u = grad CJ + V’r + curl Wr, 
where 
(55) 
sinB$+costiL’ (56) 
L21/ = Q3T + et- V2S, 
a+ 
L3f47 = Q3S - z 
a4 
and where Q3 is a third order differential operator: 
(57) 
= -9 . 
r d 
slne$+c0sOL2)(r~+ 1)-L2(sine$)}. 
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It is clear, by integrating three times by parts, that 
5 
AQ3B dz = - 
5 
BQ3A dr, (58) 
provided the integrated parts vanish (as they do for the functions A, H 
to which equation (58) is applied below). 
Applying equations (51), (55) and (56) to equations (39) and (40), 
we find 
PO = - L2.5, (69) 
V2 V2L2S + Tall2 5 + Tall2 Q3T = Ra LW, 
I a+ 1 
173L3T + TaU2 % 
a4 I 
- TalP Q3.‘j = 0, 
together with another equation which relates 6, T, S and which is of 
no significance here. The boundary conditions on 0, S, T are 
0 = S = T = aSjar = 0, at Y=== 1. (62, 
As before the adjoint problem can be represented by the same boundary 
conditions and by equations derived from (59) to (62) by reversing the 
sign of Ta Ii2 This implies, again, that one solution to the adjoint system is . 
O*(r, 8, 4) = O(r, 8, - $5) ; s*tr, fJ,4) = sty, 6, - $4 ; (63) 
T*(r, 8, +) = - T(r, 0, - 4). 
Before proceeding further, notice that, from the equation adjoint to 
(59), the boundary conditions (62), and applications of the divergence 
theorem, that 
5 
FL20 dt = 
5 
(grad 0) * (grad O*) dz (64) 
By applications of the divergence theorem and use of equations (60) 
and (64), we find 
(V2S*)(L2 V2S) dz = S*V4L2S dz (65) 
= Ra S*L2@ dt - Tall2 S* 2 V2.5 dz - Tall2 
a4 
S*Q3T dt 
= Ra 12 (grad@) * (grad@*) dt - Ta 1 S* -f- V2.S dt - Ta1/2 
a+ 
S*Q3T dz, 
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a result which may also be written 
5 (curl us) . (curl us*) dt = Ra 5 (grad 0) * (grad@*) dt - (66) 
Tan2 
5 
1, * (u X us*) dr. 
Similarly, by the divergence theorem and equation (61*), we find 
I TLzpT* & = Tall2 s T aT* dz - Tan2 a+ 1 TQ3S* dr, (67) 
a result which may also be written 
5 (curl UT) * (curl UT*) dt = - Tails s 1,. (u X ur*) dr. (68) 
By adding equations (66) and (68), we recover the variational principle 
(48) which, as we have already remarked, is not self-adjoint and gives 
a stationary value for Ra for all independent variations &S, &S*, 6T, QT* 
when S, T satisfies equations (60) and (61). By subtracting equations 
(45) and (46), we find . 
Ra I (grad 0) * (grad @*) dr = 5 [curl (us + UT)] * [curl (us* - UT*)] dr 
+ Tan2 1, * [(US + ur) X (us* - ur*) dt. 
s 
(69) 
It can be shown that this also forms the basis for a variational principle 
which is not self-adjoint in general. Expression (69) gives a stationary 
value for Ra for all independent variations A’S and AS* when equations 
(60) and (60*) are satisfied, @ovided T and T* are regarded as auxiliary 
variables defined from S and S* by equations (61) and (61*) (and the 
boundary conditions that T and T* vanish at the surface of the sphere). 
For solutions independent of 4, equation (63) shows that 
US + UT = us* - UT* = 11, o* = @ (70) 
and hence equation (69) gives rise to a variational principle which is 
self-adjoint (cf. 5, 6) : 
(71) 
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This has the familiar physical interpretation that, in a state of marginal 
stability, there is a balance between the rate at which viscosity degrades 
hydrodynamic energy into heat and the rate at which buoyancy forces 
do work. However, we reiterate that equation (69) can form the basis 
of a variational principle, only when we interpret equation (61) as a 
restraint imposed bv the rotation. This was unnecessary for the principle 
(48) 
Even in the case where solutions are sought which are not independent 
of c$, it is possible to derive a variational principle which is self-adjoint 
by the application of alternative constraints. Write 
@ = 0, cos rn# + 0, sin rn+ 
S = S, cos rn+ + S, sin m+ I 
I 
(72) 
T = T, cos rn$ + T, sin rn$ 
Then, by equations (59) to ((il), we ha1.t 
6720, - - L?s,, (73) 
VW, = -- L?s,, (74 
V2 [V2 L2S, + m Tail2 S,] = Ra L2 0, - Tall2 Q3T,, (75) 
V2[V2L2.S2 - m Tall2 S,] = Ra L2 0, - Tail2 Q3T2, (76) 
V2L2T, + m Tail2 T, = Tail2 Q3S,, (77) 
V2L2T2 - m Ta*je T, = Tall2 Q3S2, f-9 
where V2, L2, Q3 are now to be understood to have their old meanings 
with as/a@ replaced by - m2. It follows from equations (73) to (78) that . 
Ra I [(grad OJ2 + (grad0,)2] dt = . c [S,V4L2S, + S,V4L2S, -- (79) . 
T,V2L2T, -- T2V2L2T2] d7 
and this is identical with equation (71). It can easily be verified that 
this defines a variational principle which is self-adjoint. Expression 
(79) gives an extreme value of Ra for all independent variations 60,, AS, 
and 6 T, when equations (74), (75) and (78) are satisfied provided O,, S, 
and Tl are regarded as auxiliary variables defined from @,, S, and T, 
by equations (73), (76) and (77) and the appropriate boundary conditions. 
(The same is true, mutatis mutandis, if O,, S, and T, are regarded as 
subsidiary variables defined from Or, S, and T,.) 
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Of course, as it stands the determination of Or, S, and T, from 
equations (73), (76) and (77) involves a prior knowledge of Ra. However, 
this is simply rectified by a change of variable which alters the auxiliary 
problem into 
v2 0, = - L?s, @O) 
V2( V2L2S2 - mS,) = L2 0, - Q3T, (81) 
V2L2T, + mT, = QaS, (82) 
0, = S, = T, = &5,/h = 0, at Y= 1, (83) 
the characteristic value problem into 
V202 = - Ra L2S2 
V2( V2L2S, + m Ta S,) = Ra L20, - Ta Q3T, 
V2L2T2 - m Ta T, = Ta QaS, 
0, = S, = T, = aSJar = 0, at r= 1, 
W) 
(85) 
(86) 
(87) 
and the basis of the variational principle into 
Ra (grad0J2dz + g (grad@,)” dr 
I I 
(88) 
= (S,V4L2S, - T2V2L2T2) dz + Ta 
I 
(S2V4L2S2 - T,V2L2Tl) dz. 
V. THEDYNAMOPROBLEMFORACONDUCTINGFLUID OFINFINITEEXTENT 
The characteristic value problem governing the existence of a steady 
self-maintained dynamo action in a fluid of infinite extent is 
64: 
1 
curlB = Rm(-grad@+uxB), 
div B = 0, 
and, at great distances (I?), 
(89) 
(90) 
549: B=O(P2), R -00, (91) 
(not O(Rd3), since the fluid is unbounded). Here B is the magnetic field, 
@ is the electrostatic potential measured in units of ULB (U and L are a 
characteristic velocity and length associated with the system), and u is 
the fluid velocity measured in units of U. We assume that u vanishes 
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asR + 00. The characteristic values Rm is sometimes called a “magnetic 
Reynolds number”, and is defined by 
Rm = ULjA, 
where L is the “magnetic diffusivity” which, in electromagnetic units, 
is equal to 1/47co,u (o and /L are the conductivity and permeability of 
the fluid). 
The adjoint problem is 
LP: 
JcurlB*=Rm*(-grad@-uXB*), w*) 
\ ’ div B* = 0 (go*) 
a*: B* = O(R-2), R + ma, (nl*) 
This can easily be proved. By the divergence theorem and equations 
(91), (91*), we have 
I B* + curl B dr = 5 B * curl B* dt. (92) 
But, by equations (89), and (90) and another application of the divergence 
theorem, the left-hand side of equation (92) is equal to 
Rm u*(BXB*)dr, 
s 
and, similarly, the right-hand side is equal to 
Rm* 
s 
u. (B X B*) dr 
Thus, all the integrals concerned vanish unless Rm and Rm are equal, 
and then we have 
SB* * curl B dr 
Rm=S~apXB*)d~’ 
(931 
The variational principle follows as before. 
It is interesting to notice that, by proving that Rm and Rm* are 
equal, we have shown that, if dynamo action is possible in an infinite 
fluid with a certain velocity field u, then it is also possible with the velocity 
field - u. This is certainly not to be expected for a fluid of finite extent. 
It is not, therefore, surprising to find that, for a fluid dynamo of finite 
extent, equations (89*) to (91*) do not define a characteristic value 
problem that is adjoint to that of equations (89) to (91). In fact, there 
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seems to be no obvious way of constructing the adjoint problem in this 
case because of the discontinuity in curl B which is generally present at 
the surface of the fluid. 
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